
No Chance 37 

Chapter 37 The Big Day Is Finally Here 

Looking at Rachel, Elisa nodded and interrupted her. “I’m doing so because I’ve lost my patience with 

him. I’ve tried to be kind but he kept crossing the line.” 

Rachel widened her eyes in shock as she exclaimed agitatedly. “Are you really prepared for this, Elisa? 

Once you’ve taken the move, it can’t be undone!” 

Elisa lifted her brows. “Didn’t you ask me to move on before this? Now that I’ve made a decision, you’re 

asking me to reconsider it?” 

“Of course, I hope you can divorce that jerk officially and stay away from him forever!” Rachel asserted 

solemnly, but she was in a quandary the next moment. “I’m just worried that you’ll regret it and suffer 

more than before. Some said it’s better to just get the pain over with, but the process can be even more 

torturing.” 

Elisa curled her lips and held Rachel’s hand. “Things will be fine. Trust me.” 

Rachel’s eyes were still filled with concern, but she nodded in the end. “Yeah, of course I trust you. 

Sigh…” 

Elisa would pull back. At last, she decided that nothing could be worse 

packs on the table and said, “Hey, go ahead and try on 

“That’s not necessary.” 

reached out for the gift packs, but she was confused upon hearing Elisa’s answer. 

not close with Will. I don’t plan to associate with 

bring back the gown just now?” Rachel was impressed by the gown. “What a 

was not bothered by the extravagant gown. “He wouldn’t bring it back even if I 

chin on her hand. “Tsk. 

wealthy family too? Speaking of that, are you still 

stop persuading me regarding my father’s matter. I’ll never reconcile with them. They have other 

children anyway, and I’m nobody to them. Who knows I might 

“Rachel…” 

stop talking about that, Elisa. Are you sure you don’t want to try out this gown? It’s beautiful! Look 

 


